College Suits At Their Best

We specialize in School Suits as we do in our Men's Business Suits. Oxford and Cambridge Gray fine cloths and unlined Worsted are supplied in our workrooms, without any trace of foppishness. At $4.50 to $6.50— Ready-to-wear. At $4 to $6—Steady-stuff.

Venus Pencils

These famous pencils are the standard by which all other pencils are judged.

17 black divide the world into halves. Each half its hard and hard and medium may be seen. Look for VENUS PENCILS, the very best.

Stone & Webster

For public utility developments, BUY AND BUILD secures.

DEMAND power stations, hydroelectric developments, transmission lines, substations and transmission lines, gas plants, industrial plants and buildings.

REPORT on public utility properties, proposed extensions or new projects.

MANPOWER, power and gas computation.

New York Boston Chicago

Louis Restaurant

Now Opened To Off Affe 44
OUR REGULAR LUNCH 12C

—a seat reservation in Boston. Come a La Cante Menu includes the very best of everything is the market. Special facilities for Macon's and MiCott. COMPLETE WINE LIST. Music—Octavilla. Tel. 1323.

At the Best

FS Attorneys, Emigrating and Emigration, Examinations, Insurances, EXCEPTIONS and VISITING CARDS. STUDENTS SUPPLIES and LOOSE LEAF DEVICES. 57-41 Franklin St.